
Southern rebuilt the first of their boxcars in late 1983 for ToFC use. With their success, a large-
scale rebuilding program started later in 1984. The ToFC cars were rebuilt from 50-foot smooth-
side PS-1s, of which the Southern had significant numbers. Sou 151000-151502 were convert-
ed between 8-83 to 4-83 possibly to Thrall drawings by the Sou shops. Sou cars 155000-
155999 were converted  between 1-84 to 12-84 from both 1955 and 1957 built PS box cars and
became the NS 157000s cars.

The new NS ToFC open chassis cars were 54’ 5” with a half length platform remaining between full
length side sills so that half of the deck was open. The half platform was strengthened, and covered with
a nailable steel floor. This floor is replicated in the model - together with the depressions in the deck
quickly made in use by the standing trailers.

The Norfolk Southern 50' flats had fixed CF Pullman Standard heavy duty fixed hitches. Therefore, they
could not be loaded/unloaded circus style, and required an overhead or sideload crane.

Parts: ToFC deck, four steps, brake
wheel and stand, hitch and hitch stand
Check castings and clean up any signs
of flash or feeds.

The steps can easily be snapped off the sprue,
and glued under the corners of the frame.

Contact us at sales@nscalekits.com     www.nscalekits.com

After painting and decaling for your chosen scheme, fit MTL #1031 trucks and #1025 couplers.

RMC Sept 84 p56-59 has pictures and drawings but note that the hitch is
incorrect. Model Railroader Dec 1984 p 104-113 has photos and conversion
pictures

N Scale Decals are available from Oddball Decals Sheet #24 Norfolk South-
ern 1989 http://mopac1.tripod.com/24.gif and can be made up using MicroS-
cale sheet 60-574

The hitch is assembled at
the shorter deck end.

The brake stand is filed to fit
at the hitch end of the car,
and glued to the chassis.


